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A Nine In Time
 
Imagine, if you will:
 
At the highly secretive, largely independent, inter-dimensional and
(inevitably) clandestine organization called the Time Saving Agency, there
is a saying that goes: “A nine in time saves stitches.” There is in this idiom,
a much-understated principle – one that generally underlies the entire
purpose of the TSA: To SAVE Time.
 
Agents of the TSA, who police time-travel and prevent outside forces from
mucking up the works and changing History, have to be very careful. To
clarify in simple terms: A dropped egg today could mean no chicken
tomorrow. Of course, in trying to understand the incredibly complicated
concept of time travel, and the consequently even more convoluted process
of policing it, we have resorted to examples involving eggs and chickens –
but that’s beside the point.
 
The big conflicts of Human history had their aficionados among the TSA
staff – particularly among field agents like Johnathan Scrooby, who often
had to go back in time to fix UTE’s – that’s Unforeseen Time Events, i.e.
screw-ups – but Scrooby wasn’t readily one of them. Scrooby had a
fondness for the spaces between them…for the smaller every day struggles
of ordinary folk, and lately, a lingering fondness for a small backwater
planet called Deanna.
 
To frame his thoughts, the Gimp War of the 21st century had been fought
with fang and claw, lasted five years – and ended ultimately in the defeat of
the alien invaders. For Earth, it was the beginning of great things, a rise to
empire, influence over a slice of the galaxy and the bringing of peace and
prosperity to many worlds…
 
For the Ruminarii – the Gimp in question – it was the beginning of the end,
a loss of empire, a reduction in status, influence and power, a slippery
downward slide that would see their bright, savage and ruinous light
ultimately diminishing into obscurity. Frankly, it was amazing that a



struggling backward species as Humankind then was, could ever have
bested such an enemy at the peak of their strength – but, as anyone at the
TSA knew, there were still more wars after that, there always are – and
although hard-fought, their prominence waned in comparison to the more
important years of peace that separated them. Humankind had finally
matured. Well, some. And although there were still wars from time to time,
they were smaller – and the gaps between them, longer – and their reasons
more honest and sincere.
 
Keeping the ancient Chinese curse in mind, agent Scrooby anticipated that
the obscure Terran colony at the outskirts of Terran space was entering what
could only be called ‘interesting times’ – or, in Deanna’s unique case, more
interesting times than usual.
 
It was a different time, and a different place – and different as only Deanna
could be – and it was seldom boring. A small lump bobbed in Scrooby’s
throat. It was more than just history to Johnathan Scrooby – it was his life
after all! Being Human meant something to him – something very special.
How could it not, when he had the unbelievable privilege of watching the
struggles of the Human against the inHuman since long before he was
born? This was time-space, after all – and even in his …well, time, Humans
were still only ankle-deep in the cold, dark waters of this mysterious new
ocean!
 
Sometimes, the inHuman presented itself in troubling and unsettling ways,
as Human.
 
Scrooby went back to the beginning of the scenario, pondering what to do.
This time, there were more than just zillions of lives at stake, countless
possible futures and outcomes, the all-important Anals of History, the
fragility of Time, or professional pride – or even his job – in the balance!
No. This time, it was very personal for him – it cut very close to home!
There were people on Deanna that Johnathan Scrooby cared very much
about – and things were about to get very messed up for all of them!

The thing that really bothered Scrooby was, that unlike his usual practice,
this time he couldn’t really do anything to stop it! To say it was absolutely



forbidden wasn’t quite enough to emphasize just what that meant! Having
been a Time Agent for an er – unspecified time now, he’d been around the
clock a few times to know that – and that even making a personal request to
be allowed to intervene would not only be quite pointless, but it would
likely place him on a special watch in case he slipped or tried to intervene
on his own, regardless. After all, intervention meant altering the timeline –
which was what the TSA was all about preventing and policing – it was
illegal, illicit, criminal, banned, barred, prohibited, outlawed, not permitted,
not allowed – and also sternly frowned upon! And then some! But… he
could help. Within limits… and within what was so flippantly called
‘reason’. Scrooby just had to figure out how – and how far he could go.
Luckily, there was always plenty of time for that.
 
This was a big gig, Scrooby realized – and one that he couldn’t possibly
hope to handle alone – least of all in person, especially if he expected to
stay within the lines! Fortunately for Scrooby, he knew he didn’t have to.
Do it alone, that is. He needed help – and he knew exactly where to find it.

 
About half an hour later – and something like a thousand years earlier, in an
apartment in Mars City, Mars, senior time agent Johnathan Scrooby arrived,
and settled down to wait. They wouldn’t be long – but not many people
could actually have known that with absolute certainty as Scrooby did. The
apartment belonged to Cindy-Mei Winter, who happened to be the
girlfriend of perhaps his best friend in the known universe – Gary Beck,
a.k.a. Beck the Badfeller – who was perhaps the most famous bounty hunter
on Deanna. If Scrooby was certain about anything at all, he was certain he
could count on them for help.
 
A rustling outside the door told him Gary and Mei had returned from what
he knew had been a disastrous visit to her mom’s house – and one that
involved something of a family dispute, slash feud, slash train-smash.
Scrooby kept quiet and stood waiting as the door opened and a man and
woman entered.
 
Mei shut the door behind her and immediately felt more at ease and relaxed.
At least the world outside was outside! They dropped the car key, her



handbag and various other small items on the shelf on the way into the
open-plan lounge-kitchen, and embraced tightly.
 
“Bit of a shitty end to the day, love?” Gary crooned to her.
“I’ve had enough of Mars!” She groaned, burying her face in Gary’s chest
as he wrapped his strong muscular arms around her. “I can’t wait to go
home!”
 
Scrooby regretted intruding in what was obviously a trying emotional
moment for them both – but especially for Mei – but this was important…
and anyway, it would help take their minds of it.
 
“Actually, I might be able to help you with that!” A third voice said from
somewhere behind them, causing them both to stiffen with surprise.
“Although, not quite in the way that you may think!”
 
When they turned, they were confronted by the sight of Johnathan Scrooby
– a tall male of average build with light brown hair, dressed in a silver-gray
suit, seated in one of the armchairs near the breakfast counter. Scrooby
smiled and waved at them.
 
“Scrooby!” Gary exclaimed as he recognized his friend from the Time
Saving Agency. Mei moved her head round his shoulder to see the intruder,
her hair slightly mussed up from the hug and maneuvering between Gary’s
arms.
 
“Sorry to intrude like this!” Johnathan Scrooby grinned. “I was in the area,
so to speak, and thought I’d drop in!”
 
Cindy-Mei had never seen or met the time-agent before, although she’d
heard about him and the Time Saving Agency from Gary, and their
adventures together! She didn’t like the idea of time travel very much – it
gave her a headache just trying to wrap her head around it – but she owed
Johnathan Scrooby a huge debt for saving Gary’s life, and for that she
would be eternally grateful!
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